
Between them, the 1/6th and 2/6th Battalions served in Belgium, 
France, Italy, Albania and Egypt and took part in the Battle of the 
Somme and the attack at Fromelles (1916), the Third Battle of Ypres 
and the Battle of Cambrai (1917) and the Battle of the Asiago and Battle 
of Vittorio Veneto (1918). 

By the war’s end, 842 men of the 6th Gloucesters had been killed and 
many more wounded. To remember each man killed, the six panels you 

can see here today, and the 
brass tablet to the left, were 
originally fixed to the wall 
in the Drill Hall at the 6th 
Gloucesters Headquarters in 
October 1922.

They stayed in place until 
27 February 1941 when 
the building took a direct 
hit from a German bomb 
during a raid in World War 

Two. The memorial panels survived as did the brass tablet, although 
the latter was pitted with bomb splinters. They were removed from the 
destroyed building and put into safe storage.

After World War Two there was much debate about where the panels 
should best be displayed. It was eventually agreed that the panels would 
be installed in the church along with a new stained-glass memorial 
window. The panels were installed in 1949 and the stained-glass 
window fitted in 1951 – both in the area immediately above the crypt 
where we are now.

The church closed in 1999 and remained boarded up until a fire 
destroyed part of the roof in 2016. Although the church suffered 
extensive damage the memorial panels survived relatively unscathed 
apart from soot and water marks. The memorial stained-glass window 
was not damaged by the blaze.

The fire hastened steps by the church authorities to find a new 
owner who could bring the building back to life and the memorial 
panels were stored in protective crates. In April 2019, the Church 
Commissioners announced that the work to restore the 200-year old 
church and give it a new use would be taken on by its new owner, 
Norman Routledge. 

In December 2019, with church restoration work well underway, 
Jeremy Banning and Clive Burlton arranged for the panels to be 
removed from the church for renovation by Cliveden Conservation.

It is fitting that the memorial panels have a new home and that the 842 
men named on them can once again be remembered.
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